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Due to external interference or fault, the collected sensor data is often missed or abnormal. It’s
significant to reconstruct the missing data, especially the large-scale missing data. In this paper,
a missing sensor data reconstruction method based on the adaptively updated dictionary is
presented. The K-SVD algorithm is used to train the historical data frames which are collected
at different time to generate the original dictionary atoms. Moreover, in order to meet the realtime, continuous characteristics of sensor data, an adaptive dictionary update algorithm is
studiedwhich. It calculates the correlation between the current reconstructed data frame and the
largest weight frame in the training dictionary to update the dictionary. The experimental results
are fully analyzed by the open data set. The results show that the proposed method has higher
reconstructed precision especially the interval of data frames which is more than 60 minutes
compared with other commonly used methods .
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1.Introduction

of the l1 norm minimization or singular value decomposition to reconstruct the missing
data[22]. At the same time, some methods aim to improve the prediction accuracy and reduce
the required sampling data with the temporal correlation and the spatial correlation of sensor
data [23]. The basic idea of these methods is to calculate the missing data with high
computational complexity in an iterative way.
In this work, we present a new reconstruction method based on adaptively updated
dictionary. The K-SVD algorithm is used to train the historical data frames at different time to
generate the original dictionary atoms, then, in order to improve the reconstruction accuracy, an
updating algorithm is applied to update the dictionary atoms with the current reconstructed
frame adaptively.

2.Problem Description
Assuming that all sensor nodes are deployed in a two-dimensional space, where each
sensor node generates a real-time, continuous data stream, and meets: (1) there are m sensor
nodes and only one sink node in the monitoring area. All the sensor data is transferred to the
2
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Due to interference or fault, the collected sensor data is often missed or abnormal, but
some applications need complete data set without missing or abnormal data, otherwise it will
impact the prediction accuracy. In this sense, it’s significant to reconstruct the missing data by
using their inherent characters, especially the large-scale missing data.
There are many methods commonly used to reconstruct the missing sensor data based on
temporal correlation, spatial correlation, interpolation method or sparse theory. In general, the
linear or the nonlinear reconstruction methods are selected according to the stably changing
character of sensor data in a short time period, using the non-missing data adjacent to the
missing node[1][2]. Considering the collected sensor data as a time series [3], the linear
regression method is used to fill or predict the missing variables [4][5][6]. There are also many
nonlinear methods such as least squares [7], support vector regression [8], or neural network
model[9] are used. Generally speaking, most of these reconstruction methods only consider the
time character of the missing data, the reconstruction accuracies are not high when the data
acquisition interval is larger or the data is non-stably changed.
The Kriging interpolation [10][11], IDW[12] [13], KNN[14], Gaussian Mixture
Model[15], or RNN[16] are often used to process the geographic information. These methods
are also used to estimate the missing data in WSNs. The core of these methods is to find the
most appropriate neighbor nodes of the reconstructed node and the appropriate coefficient for
each neighbor[17]. But the accuracies of these methods are poor when the sensor data has large
fluctuation or big lost rate. Additionly, the compressive sensing theory has been used to collect
the sensor data or to reconstruct the missing data combined with the sparse or low-rank
character [18][19][20].
Furthermore the reconstruction method based on sparse dictionary is the common method,
the key work of which is to select an appropriate sparse dictionary to reduce the estimation error
[21]. Training the historical data to get the sparse or over-complete dictionary is a feasible
method.The current data frame is sparsely represented by the data atoms of the dictionary.
Usually, the discrete cosine transform is used to transform the sensor data into the sparse
representation of high-frequency and smooth low frequency signals, then to compute the value
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sink by a single step to reconstruct the missing data; (2) all sensor nodes are homogeneous and
stationary; (3) each sensor node has an identical and a constant sampling rate.
At the (t - 1) th, the t th and the (t + 1) th time, the sensor data is collected with missing data
during transmission. In the following figure, the hollow points represent the sensor data which
is lost, and the solid points represent those are not.

3.Temporal correlations of data frames
Supposing that there are m sensor nodes deployed in the monitoring area, the sense data
of the node i at the time j is recorded as yij , where i=1,2,⋯, m

, j=1,2,⋯, n . The

continuous data frames are obtained if the data of each node is collected continuously. In order
to describe conveniently, the sense data of all nodes at the same time will be organized into a
frame as follows:
T

y j=[ y 1j , y 2j ,⋯, y mj ]

(3.1)
y j represents the j th data frame, then n data frames are collected to form a matrix as

follows:

[

y 11
y 21
⋮
y m1

y12 ⋯

y m2

y 1n
y 2n
⋮
⋯ y mn

]
(3.2)

the temporal correlation between two data frames is calculated as follows[20]:

1
R(τ )=
Δ n+1

no+Δ n

∑

n=n0

y Tn y n+τ

(3.3)

Where yn is the data frame of the nth time, n0 is the initial time of the data frames, and

Δ n+1 is the total number of the data frames in the time interval t . The temperature and
humidity data frames are selected from 3:00 pm, March 7, 2004 to 5:00 am, March 7, 2004 of the
data set [24] to calculate the time correlation. For example description, set n0 = 1 , t = 1 and

Δ n=900 , there are approximately 900 data frames from one minute interval to 900 minute
intervals.
The correlations of different intervals are shown inFigure 2.

3
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Figure 1: Sensor Data Acquisition
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Figure 2: Time Correlation of Data Frames
In Figure 2, when the interval between two frames is within the range of 100 minutes, the
correlation is over 0.9. The correlation of humidity data frames is very high even within 400
minutes. It shows that the current frame has strong correlation with its historical frames. But
when the interval is sufficiently large, there is a sharp decline in the correlation figure.
Consequently, selecting the proper historical frames is important for ensuring a higher
correlation within the current frame.

4.Sparse Representation Theory based on Dictionary Learning
4.1 Theory Model of Sparse Representation
In the sparse representation theory, the target signal can be approximatly represented or
represented as a linear combination of finite atoms, which constitute a m×n matrix, denoted
as a dictionary D , any signal y can be represented by a linear combination of p elements in
the dictionary D if the atoms are orthogonal, namely:

y≈ Da=a 1 d 1+a2 d 2+⋯+a p d p
(4.1)
Where a ∈R

n

is the linear coefficient, di is the atom of D .

4.2Generating K-SVD-based Dictionary
Due to the smoothly changed environmental parameters, the collected sensor data frames
have high temporal correlation. The shorter the interval of two frames is , the stronger the
correlation is . Combining the temporal correlation andto generate the sparse dictionary, the KSVD-based dictionary learning algorithm is used to train the historical frames within a certain
time interval to obtain the basis function dictionary, then to reconstruct the current sensor frame
according to the dictionary atoms and the corresponding sparse coefficients by sparse coding.
Supposing there be m sensor nodes, n data frames are selected as the training data set,
n
which can be expressed as y=[ y 1, y 2, ⋯, y n ] , where y i ∈ R , i=1,2⋯ , n . For a given

training data y , the dictionary learning algorithm is described as follows:
The inputs : a training data set y m×n of m sensor nodes’ historical data frames.
The outputs : the dictionary D .
4
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The algorithm steps are:

y m×n , where m = n ;

① Input the training data set

② Set the initial size of the dictionary as K ;
③ Call the K-SVD algorithm to produce the dictionary atoms iteratively;
④ Output the dictionary.
4.3Update the Sparse Dictionary Adaptively

'
The output is : the updated dictionary D .
The algorithm steps are:

① Calculating the weight wi = di

2

for each data frame of the corresponding dictionary

atom;
a
② Updating the weight as wi = wi *e according to the sparse coefficient of each data
frame;
③ Getting the index of the data frame having the minimum weight w i , and assigning to
i

i0 ;

④ Replacing the data frame d i with yˆ n , that is d i ← ŷ n
0

0

;

⑤ Calculating the average weight of all the dictionary atoms, and assigning to
w i ← mean( w) ;
0

⑥ outputting the updated dictionary D ' .

5.Implementation of the Reconstruction Algorithm
The reconstruction algorithm based on adaptively updated dictionary consists of two steps:
the first step is to build the sparse dictionary based on K-SVD andthe second step is to update
the dictionary atom according to the updating condition. The flow of the algorithm is as below:
a) The input : the training data y=[ y 1, y 2, ⋯, y n ] , and set N as the total number of
data frames to be reconstructed.
b) The output : the reconstruction error.
c) The algorithm steps are:
① Obtain the historical data frames y=[ y 1, y 2, ⋯, y n ] ;
② Produce the initial dictionary D ;
③ Call the l1 norm minimization algorithm to get the sparse coefficient a i of each frame
di ;

5
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In order to reduce the current reconstruction error impact on the next reconstruction frame,
it’s particularly important to select the dictionary atoms having the maximum correlation with
the current data frame. When a fixed dictionary is used to reconstruct the data frames, the
reconstruction error will become bigger as the sampling interval increasing. Thus an adaptive
dictionary update method is presented to reduce the reconstruction error, which is feasible to
selectively update the dictionary atoms. The dictionary updating algorithm proposed in this
study is as follows:
The input is : the latest reconstructed data frame yˆ n .
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k

④ Reconstruct the data frame ŷn≈∑ a i d i with the dictionary atom di and the
i =1

coefficient a i ;
⑤ Analyze the dictionary update condition, the judging method is as follows:
If the sim ( yˆ n , d m ) < e ( d m is the corresponding data frame of the maximum coefficient a m ,
e (0 ~ 1) is the update threshold value ). If the similarity of yˆ n and d m are less than e , then go

to ⑥, otherwise go to ⑦;
⑥ Call the update algorithm to update D with yˆ n to get D ' ;

√

∑ ( y n− ŷn )2
i=1

;

m

⑧ If data frames finish , go to ⑨;otherwise go to ③;
⑨ Exit.

6.Experimental Results and Analysis
In this paper, the monitoring data sets of (Intel Berkeley Research Lab Data) Intel
Berkeley Lab's are used. There are 54 sensor nodes deployed in the Intel Berkeley Lab which
generated 32 million data approximately every 30 seconds in 36 days, including temperature,
humidity, light and the voltage value of all the nodes. The training data of 30 minutes interval
are chosen to generate the basis function dictionary for reconstructing the temperature data of
52 nodes (because there are too much missing data of the 5th and the 15th node, so the two
nodes’ data are not taken into account) in the 89th time by using the discrete cosine transform
(DCT), K-SVD-based method (K-SVD) and the updated K-SVD-based method (MK-SVD).
In order to show all the 52 nodes’ data clearly, 5 nodes are selected out of every 11 nodes.
The compared curves of the reconstruction data based on different methods and the original data
are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Reconstruction Data of Different Algorithms Compared with the Original Data
There is a great fluctuation of the 18th node’s original data. In Figure 3, the K-SVD, MKSVD and DCT methods are used to reconstruct the missing data, which have some fluctuations.
The data reconstructed by the MK-SVD is most similar to the original data. The data frame of
the next 10 moments is reconstructed based on the sparse dictionary generated by DCT, K-SVD

6
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⑦ Calculate the reconstruction error as r n=

m
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and MK-SVD respectively. The reconstruction errors based on different dictionaries of 30
minutes interval are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Reconstruction Error Comparison based-on Different Dictionaries
The experimental parameters are: the time interval is 30 minutes, the sparsity k is 2, the
dictionary size is 52 * 80, the Lagrange coefficient l is 0.1, and the e is 0.6. From the figure,
the reconstruction errors are bigger when the interval is bigger, because the temporal correlation
of data frame is smaller when the interval is bigger, which will affact the reconstruction error.
But the reconstruction error based on the DCT dictionary which fits for non-stationary change
data is significantly larger than the other two methods, and the error of the method based on the
updated dictionary is smaller than that of the method based on K-SVD. From the experiment,
the algorithm based on adaptively updated dictionary can effectively reduce the reconstruction
error.
The reconstruction errors of different time intervals before and after the dictionary updated
are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Reconstruction Error Comparison of Different Time Intervals before and after the
Dictionary Updated
In Figure 5, the solid line represents the reconstruction error based on the not updated
dictionary, and the dotted line represents the reconstruction error based on the updated
dictionary. From the Figure, the bigger the time interval between the training data frames is, the
more effective the proposed method is . When the training data is at 5 minute intervals, the
reconstruction errors of the two methods are coincide with each other. The main reason is that
the larger the time interval is, the smaller the correlation between data frames is. The least
relevant training can be replaced by updating the dictionary to reduce the reconstruction error.
7
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Conversely, the smaller the time interval is, the bigger the correlation of the data frames is
andthe less chance the dictionary is updated.

7.Conclusion
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